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Abstract
The advent of new media technology and social media has revolutionized political communication. Such platforms have been capitalized by political actors not
only for electoral victories but also for democratization of the ‘public sphere’ in
the truest sense. Citizens can now contribute to public discourse and challenge
mainstream narratives. It is against this background that the present research
adopts a qualitative, empirical, and interview-based approach to understand
the role of Twitter and the challenges posed by the platform to the functioning of the Indian conservative ecosystem. Thirteen in-depth semi-structured
interviews were conducted with conservative Twitter users to explore and understand how political-ideological leanings of the platform affect conservative
political, ideological, media and user ecosystems in India. Grounded theory
approach was employed to elicit thematic patterns from data and systematic
documentation of discourse around social media bias in India was carried out.
Users were asked to respond to experiences of ideological engagement on Twitter, benefit of Twitter for conservative users, anti-conservative bias on Twitter
-- reasons as well as evidences --- and solutions to address social media bias.
Key challenges identified through the interviews were dominance and control
of global tech giants by leftist ideologues, lack of ideological diversity on social media, persistent leadership and structural issues on these platforms that
hamper free expression by conservatives, dominance of social media platforms
rooted in western values and interests, collusion by India’s own elite media in
the process, urgent need for accountability by the big tech and contentions between state regulation of social media vs free speech. Users believe that social
media bias is a serious concern that will need redressal through unified efforts
of government, users and platforms themselves for ensuring diversity and democracy in the future online political communication landscape.
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S

ince the late 20th century, the advent of technology and broadcast media
has played an active role in building global interconnectedness, communication networks and simplifying governance and administration. The
rise of digital spaces and social networking sites have opened avenues for political communication, challenging the mainstream media discourse that dominated the erstwhile global political order and media landscape. Fax machines
and computers were used to disseminate narratives of ‘nationalists’ revolting
against the communist regime of Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
in 1991 (Naughton, 2016). One of the earliest internet user groups, “talks.politics.soviet” available on UseNet, was created by Americans to send messages
of support to Boris Yeltsin (Konradova, 2016). A pioneering messaging channel
that changed the way the world communicated was the development of Yahoo
Messenger in 1998. Soon the app was replaced with the launch of Gmail developed by Google in 2004, and was widely accepted for facilitating professional
and formal communication.
Social networks have played a significant role in rapid interaction, information dissemination and mobilization of masses to organize social movements.
For instance, the 2009 Iran elections that culminated in protesters revolting
against Ahmedinejad’s totalitarian regime drew thousands of supporters worldwide to expose the Iranian government’s internet censorship (Wolfsfeld, Segev,
and Sheafer, 2013). Since 2011, online revolutionary conversations and digital
mobilization on Facebook often preceded mass demonstrations on the ground
against theocratic and totalitarian regimes of Middle East, especially during
the Arab Spring (Wilson & Corey, 2012). The number of social media users,
especially Facebook, rose dramatically as stakeholders in the social and global
internet community following the Arab uprisingi.
In India, social networking sites created alternative channels of information distribution and communication, challenging hegemonic views of establishment media that often-under- represented opposing views across the ideological spectrum. The earliest use of social networking in India can be traced
to the 26/11 Mumbai attacks wherein mainstream media organizations relied
extensively on footage provided by internet users and citizen journalists on
Facebook and Twitter (Newman, 2009). The anti-corruption movement led by
Anna Hazare that
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gained momentum in April 2011 sparking a debate around the Jan Lokpal
bill relied on social media to organize rallies, acts of civil disobedience and raise
socio-political awareness against rampant corruption. The India Against Corruption (IAC) movement garnered support of around
1.5 million people through information about pro-Lokpal rallies, Hazare-related fasts and political debates on Facebook (Mohapatra, 2013). For the first
time, the general populace participated in online discussions and celebrities
at large expressed solidarity for the movement (Martolia, 2012). In 2012, ‘Niti
Central’ a pro-Hindu, right-wing news and commentary website was founded
with an aim to build an alternative intellectual digital ecosystem before the run
up to 2014 general elections. Initially run by senior journalist Kanchan Gupta,
the website aimed to challenge elitist and an exclusivist discourse sympathetic to the Indian National Congress (INC) by articulating conservative voices
marginalized in mainstream media narratives (Shashidhar, 2016). Shelly Ghai
Bajaj in The Use of Twitter During the 2014 Indian General Elections (2017)
reveals that the Narendra Modi led Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) structured its
campaign by targeting 23 million young voters on social media, combined with
on-ground movements in remote areas of the country. Most political parties
hired IT cells who checked national voting trends, mood of voters and designed
campaigns to connect with them. The study also reveals that within a span of
five months ‘Modi’ became the most tweeted election-related term while almost
30 million people made 227 million election-related interactions on Facebook
(Bajaj, 2017). The 16th Lok Sabha election was unprecedented in terms of new
media use by political actors and parties who actively communicated with voters, thereby shaping an electoral victory usingmodern communication technology. Post the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) victory in 2014, the country
also witnessed the emergence of right leaning portals such as OpIndia, My Nation and Swarajya vis-a-vis left leaning portals like The Wire, Scroll, and The
Quint. Social media became a critical part of the toolkit for political communication during the 2019 general elections.
Democrats in USA had an upper hand in the 2012 presidential elections
and this was attributed to Obama’s skillful use of Facebook. But ahead of the
2016 Trump victory, US electoral politics and mainstream leftist discourse
were widely challenged and discredited with the rise of American conservative
thought on Twitter. Conservatives alleged that the “left” attempted to gain conInternational Journal of Studies in Public Leadership, Volume II, Issue 1 (May 2021)
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trol over social media platforms as early as 2016 to repress voices of Republicans
in the run-up to the 2016 US presidential elections (Guynn, 2016). Twitter
CEO Jack Dorsey when summoned for a hearing by the Congress in January
2019 (Phillips, 2018), admitted to Twitter employees having a left leaning bias
but claimed it didn’t affect content decisions. A similar pattern was observed
ahead of 2019 Indian General Elections when conservatives accusedTwitter of
meddling with Indian Elections by suspending, shadow banning, restricting accounts of conservatives. #ProtestAgainstTwitter trended on Twitter followed
by a protest in front of Twitter India’s office in 2019 opposing the company’s
biased policies against right leaning users (India Today, 2019). The protest led
to the formation of a Parliamentary Standing Committee (PSC) on Information
Technology to hold Twitter accountable for safeguarding citizen’s rights of free
speech and expression on social media. Twitter officials, however, refused to
appear for the proceedings.
In a series of events ahead of 2020 US Presidential Elections, Twitter announced a ban on all political advertising. Twitter flagged the content of a tweet
by President Donald Trump citing hiscomments on criticizing Minneapolis’ riots, post George Floyd’s death for “glorifying violence.”After having blocked and
suspended popular Indian conservative accounts like @squintneon and @TrueIndology (for expressing a right leaning view on Indian History), Twitter India
blocked the account of the owner of Amul--Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing
Federation @Amul_coop for supporting a boycott of Chinese products during
the India-China standoff. Restrictions on the account sparked public outrage
with trends #TwitterPicksSides and #TwitterTakesSides in June 2020. In May
2020, opposition leaders of the INC accused Facebook India of aligning with
interests of the BJP after a Wall Street Journal report alleged that Facebook
India’s policy executives enforced hate-speech rules selectively (Chaturvedi,
2020). India’s information technology minister Ravi Shankar Prasad responded by pointing out to the Congress party’s alliance with Cambridge Analytica to
influence US Presidential elections.Responding to accusations of political bias,
Facebook clarified that it was non-partisan and denounced hate speech. Since
2014, the Indian political discourse has been both driven and characterized by
a war of narratives, which can be attributed to the advent of social media as a
free, democratizing, and non-elitist space that challenges mainstream news dissemination controlled by left leaning media owners, journalists and politicians.
International Journal of Studies in Public Leadership, Volume II, Issue 1 (May 2021)
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In this context, the researchers have attempted to study the ideological divide,
accusations of ideological prejudice against Twitter and conservative opinions
with respect to free speech and expression on social media in India.
Contextualizing the Left-Right Divide to India
The left-right political spectrum is a system of classifying political ideas and
positions. The terms “left” and “right” trace their origin in the French revolutionii. The left in the West is associated with the politics of progression. It
lays emphasis on ideas such as liberty and equality, separation of religion and
state, and internationalism. On the economic front, it envisages government
intervention in market, welfare state and socialist democracy. The right in the
West is associated with the politics of conservatism. It is known to prioritize
nationalism and ethnicity, religious and cultural values, traditional-hierarchical order (status quo) in society and finally capitalism and free-market from
an economic lens. The dichotomy, however, doesn’t hold water in the Indian
political landscape. In independent India, the left emerged as a group of ideologues that embraced ideas of revolutionary movements from across the world,
advocated social justice and introduced new secularism (secularism that facilitates interference by the State in religious affairs of an individual/community
vis-à-vis social reforms). Left intellectualism and elitism in India are mostly
centered on socialist leanings of the Indian National Congress; however, since
the 1990s, it has been overpowered by democratic capitalism. The emergence
of non-left political thought in India came to be known as the right and encompasses a range of political opinions. To be specific, “the group opposing
Indian left-liberals, as they are popularly known, invests considerable value in
India’s Hindu (civilizational) past and holds that Indian modernity should organically develop from it just as Western modernity emerged from its own past”
(Naik, 2017) is identified as “conservative”. Non-left ideologues include those
who challenge a westernized and imperialistic intellectual trajectory, question
dubious liberal humanist views that drive Indian political discourse and advocate a dharmic discourse based on civilizational and cultural foundations for
India’s resurgence from the clutches of a post-colonial socio-political order. On
economic lines, the modern Indian right resembles its western counterpart, as
evidenced by its demands for non-interference of state in market activities and
entrepreneurial competitiveness.
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Writing eloquently on the philosophical underpinnings of modern Indian
conservatism, Jaithirth Rao brings out the following key characteristics that
define conservative ideas and actions: 1) belief in human beings as individuals,
2) faith in evolutionary processes leading to human and institutional development, 3) focus on ground realities and practical utilities, 4) rejection of utopian
fantasies, 5) belief in ongoing improvement of human society – those that are
gradual and peaceful, and 6) concern for freedom and well-being of the individual (Rao, 2019). In the context of the present study on platform bias, it is noteworthy that the terms left andright are dynamic and acquire multiple meanings
in the social media discourse based on user opinions, their ideological leanings,
party preferences and loyalty shown towards a particular leader.
Review of Related Literature
Shelley Boulianne, Karolina Koc-Michalska and Bruce Bimber in Right-Wing
Populism, Social Media and Echo Chambers in Western Democracies (2020)
surveyed social media usersin France, U.K and U.S.A and analyzed the effect of
social media echo-chambers on the rise of right-wing populism in these countries. The study reveals that populist movements are connected to historic developments in human affairs, especially those associated with globalization,
immigration, economic strain, inequality, and cultural changes. Social media
facilitates efficient communication with its specialized and personalized messaging framework, unlike mainstream news. The researchers point out that
many respondents supported Trump in the 2016 presidential elections (on social media as well as offline) for his views on policies not connected to populism
(such as abortion, gun-control, and opposing immigration). Nic Newman in
The Rise of Social Media and its Impact on Mainstream Journalism (2009)
studies how newspapers and broadcasters in the UK and US respond to a wave
of participatory social media. The author observes that traditional media producers are of the view that citizen journalism and the networksthat make up the
“Fifth Estate1” are not going to replace mainstream media but will be complementary to it. He argues that mainstream media has started relying on Twitter
as a new source and platform for breaking news and republishing information.
He concludes that social media has the potential to widen opportunities for
traditional journalism but its “click and link
The Fifth Estate is a socio-cultural reference to groupings of outlier viewpoints and is
generally associated withbloggers and journalists publishing in non-mainstream media
outlets, and social media.
1
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economy2” has tended to work against traditional publishers, allowing search
engines and web portals to take a significant slice of available revenues. Thus,
the “Fifth Estate” has opened a range of expressions that didn’t exist before
and hence foiled notions of efficiency and credibilityof mainstream media.
In Hinduism in Cyberspace (2008), Heinz Scheifinger discusses key aspects
of Hindu religious expressions in emerging online forums. The author emphasizes Margaret Wertheim’s theory that cyberspace is not an alien environment
for Western religious ideas and observes that parallelscan be drawn for Hinduism on the internet (Wertheim, 2000). Cyberspace is organized laterally (as
opposed to hierarchical structures) and this challenges any previously existing
domination, thereby becoming suitable for religions like Hinduism that are not
generally vertically structured.The author further discusses that although there
is the caste system, there is an absence of a central church-like organization in
Hinduism and hence the use of the internet, which decentralizes and diffuses
power and authority challenges existing traditional institutions, is quitealigned
with Hinduism. The rise of Hinduism in cyberspace is attributed to its acceptance of innovation and change. Rohit Chopra in his book The Virtual Hindu
Rashtra: Saffron Nationalism and New Media (2019) delves into how the conception of Hindu identity became central to India’s online right-wing ecosystem. He argues that India’s Hindu nationalist community is highly privileged
in terms of access to technology and educational qualifications, which led to it
influencing the political and social discourse on the internet. The author’s key
argument is that the “Hindu Right” capitalized on fresh trends of community
and social movements in the contemporary global landscape. According to him,
the Indian Conservative movement on the internet serves as the historical and
intellectual foundation of “Hindutva” and inadvertently or deliberately benefits
the BJP.
The Left now Controls Social Media Which Once Broke its Monopoly; It’s
Time India Took theLead to Restore Neutrality (Pawariya, 2020) published in
Swarajya reveals that Project Veritas3 in the US exposed left leaning content
moderators of Facebook acknowledging the curtailment ofconservative voices.
The author argues that digital spaces are becoming disturbingly intolerant
Click and link economy refers to economy as the essential architecture of media on
the net. It also tends toinvestigate the link’s impact on the economics of the larger news
ecosystem
2

Project Veritas is an American activist group founded by James O’Keefe in 2010. The
group uses undercovertechniques to reveal supposed liberal bias prevalent on social media.
3
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and oppressive since left leaning cartels have started gaining editorial control
of digital platformslike Google Drive, Twitter, YouTube and Facebook. The author reports that Trump signed an executive order4 stating that SM companies
which censor content should be made liable. Moreover, hitherto free digital
spaces have turned into partisan publishers after the Democrats accused new
media of aiding Trump’s victory in 2016. The author characterizes social media
platforms as Digital Public Spaces (DPS). These spaces are barred from exercising editorial control, except when directed by the government to take down
content that violates Indian laws. Review of a chapter titled Evolution or Revolution – Why Facebook and Twitter Matter published in Tweeting to Power
– The Social Media Revolution in American Politics (2013) helps understand
users’ perception about the information they gather via social networking sites.
The authors, Jason Gainous and Kevin M Wagner argue that popular distrust
in traditional media forms is corroborated by a survey where the quantum of
people who had no trust in traditional media reached 60% in 2012. This provided an opportunity for political actors to control and influence online information networks while users had a variety of reasons to rely on newerforms of
communication. The authors conclude that users perceived new media to be
independent from political control in contrast to traditional media. They were
free to seek and convey their political interests by forming a direct conduit with
like-minded users and constituents, which was up till then hindered by traditional intermediary communication forces.
Research Gap and Implications
The review of related literature implies a comprehensive picture of four key
findings in the context of social media bias and online political communication.
1) Conservatives choose new media to communicate their political interests and
repudiate the validity of traditional news organizations that fail to represent
diverse political views. 2) Social networking sites create alternative channels
of information distribution and present new opportunities for political actors
to influence information-dissemination processes. 3) Traditional media owners believe social media has worked against mainstream publishers but doesn’t
have the potential to replace traditional journalism 4) Anti-conservative bias
and attempts to normalize exertion of ideological
See - Executive Order on Preventing Online Censorship (May 28, 2020)
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-preventingonline-censorship/
4
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control by the left on social media is evident in the West as well as in the Indian political- communication context. Existing literature exhibits important
aspects related to online electoral contours, political victories and strategies,
and nature of political content transmitted on social media. But the studies reviewed do not offer insights about functioning of the conservative ecosystem,
challenges posed to it by social media giants, effects of political and ideological
elitism on social media and concerted efforts to homogenize the social media
space by ideological domination and authorization. Moreover, the literature
available throws light on the activities of the conservative ecosystem in the
West but does not delve into online political communication and its evolving
dynamics in the Indian context.
Statement of Research Problem
The present study aims to explore and understand the functioning of Indian
conservative ecosystem on Twitter in the context of social media bias, free
speech and expression, political- ideological inclination of social media platforms and the need for a neutral digital space. The researchers present opinions
of Indian Twitter users identifying as “conservative: in their political leaning
to assess issues of shadow ban, suspension, limiting user reach/visibility and
restrictions on free speech, which impact the overall functioning of the conservative ecosystem. Twelve in-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted
with select Twitter users to understand the dynamics of freedom in online political communication, diversity in political expression as well as democratizing
interactions in the social networking space.
Rationale and Significance
The literature reviewed documents how digital space was capitalized for political expression and news dissemination by right-leaning users owing to their
marginalization in mainstream media. However, there is no attempt to understand and analyze charges of bias against social networking sites and vested
interests of social media giants in ideology and political capital. The study is
driven by the aim to comprehend challenges posed to users identifying with
conservative political beliefs amidst accusations of Twitter enforcing fallacious
algorithms to stifle “non-left” opinions. The study is contextualized in light of
the Parliamentary Standing Committee constituted to hold Twitter India accountable for safeguarding citizen rights on social media.
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Moreover, social media bias and censorship is discussed majorly in the
context of western democracies, whereas systematic research in the Indian
context is lacking.
Research Question
How do Indian social media users with conservative political beliefs view
social media biasand political-ideological inclinations of Twitter?
Methodology
The research is posited as an exploratory and descriptive study since the discourse on social media bias (platform bias) is relatively new in India. Post the
demand for a Parliamentary Standing Committee (PSC) in February 2019, news
commentaries in the Indian media either completely dismissed the probability
of social media bias or demanded a serious investigationfor upholding digital
rights and free speech. The position taken by the left ecosystem is amply clear
in this case. They reject platform bias as a figment of the right’s imagination or
attribute it to a larger propagandic mechanism of the alt-right in India. So far,
researchers have not come across any academic study on social media bias in
the Indian context. Studies such as those by Prashanth Bhat and Kalyani Chadha are limited to documenting right-wing media responses to alleged mainstream media bias (Bhat & Chadha, 2020). Hence, the impetus for exploration
into the subject drove the researchers’ choice of method, sample and approach
to data analysis. A qualitative, in-depth interview-based approach was deemed
to be best suited since it served both an exploratory and a description purpose
envisaged by the research design. Twelve semi- structured interviews were carried out with users who identified with a “non-left” ideological inclination and
actively contributed to the political-ideological discourse on Indian Twitter.Interviewees were selected using non-probability snowball sampling to be able
to interview users from diverse backgrounds. Diversity and representativeness
in the sample was ensured by interviewing users from varying age groups and
professional backgrounds. Face-to-face, email, telephonic and skype interviews
were conducted. The interview process facilitated exhaustive understanding
about the nature and dynamics of Twitter usage, implications of ideological
discourse on Twitter, its use by right-wing forces, allegations of ideological bias
and the role of the PSC in dealing with platform bias. Interviews allowed the
researchers to engage in detailed conversations with conservative users who
described their own experiences of platform bias, dissected the ideological
International Journal of Studies in Public Leadership, Volume II, Issue 1 (May 2021)
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tug of war that Indian Twitter has become home to, and suggested generic solutions pertaining to social media regulation and specific ways to combat social
media bias.
Interviews were carried out with respondents in different locations in India
and the US, rangingfrom 45 minutes to 2 hours. The interview schedule consisted of seven questions put to the respondents in a semi-structured format, facilitating responses to specific questions as well as allowing room for additional
questions and elaborate deliberations. Conversations were recorded (with prior
permission based on informed consent), transcribed in a question-answer format. The “response paragraph” was considered as the unit of analysis and was
subsequently coded by bothresearchers in an individual capacity. A deliberative
qualitative coding exercise based on responses elicited from interviewees was
carried out to ascertain consensus on codes and categories emerging from the
data set. Codes to which similar labels were ascribed by both researchers were
collated to generate thematic categories. Similar categories from the initial coding exercise were brought together to generate thematic patterns. The process
of coding was inductive, i.e., themes were elicited from data gathered (Namey,
Guest, Thairu, & Johnson, 2008). The process of thematic analysis involved
careful and repeated reading of interview transcripts in order to become familiar with narratives expounded in the data (Attride-Stirling, 2001). A thematic
map emerged at the end and was used to undertake data interpretation in the
light of the guiding research question. The process of data analysis and interpretation was guided by grounded theory, i.e., explanations were derived from
data collected and were assessed in light of the objective of the study as well as
the gap discovered in past research.iii
Limitations of the Study
•

•

The study is limited to exploring opinions, documenting experiences
of challenges faced by conservative Twitter users only in the Indian
context.
The researchers conducted interviews between 2019-20 when
public discussion on social media bias in India was most prevalent.
Documentation of specific cases/instances of challenges faced by
conservative Twitter users and official responses of Twitter to the
same are recorded and presented through secondary sources.
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Data Analysis
Nine males and three females in the age bracket of 27 to 70 years were interviewed for the study5. As of December 2019, their active presence on Twitter
ranged from seven to elevenyears. They were chosen as part of the study sample owing to their frequent activity on the platform and participation in conversations around politics and ideology, as observed by the researchers. In popular
perception, these users (some of whom can be referred to as “conservative influencers”), are part of the “non-left” ecosystem on Twitter.6 They initiate social
media conversations on important issues as well as challenge the status quo.
They command a Twitter following ranging from 3K to 116K (figure updated on
26 January 2021). They are associated with professional spaces such as development sector, social-political research and management, journalism, technology
and publishing industry, academia, media entrepreneurship and the financial
sector. Other than professional engagements, they actively contribute to public discourse through columns, write-ups, opinion pieces, podcasts principally
from an Indian knowledge prismiv.
Emergent themes
Seven thematic categories were identified from within the data set after transcription and analysis of interviews. This section consists of a brief explanation
of each thematic category along with supportive evidence derived from interview responses. Those that did not fit under any category were placed under
“miscellaneous”.
1) Motivation to be active on Twitter: All interviewees associated
Twitter with meaningful public conversations and good reading content.
According to them, Twitter is a useful source in learning about political
environment, civilizational issues and updates about important events.
Their active presence on the platform was attributed to the space that
Twitter provides for sharing of views on pertinent issues, connections with
like-minded individuals and those with opposing political opinions. Specific
events that fuelled their interest in the platform were
One of the interviews was conducted jointly with two users who were co-founders of a
digital media company inthe US.
5

This was corroborated through a survey study carried out by the researchers as part of the
same project.
6
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Twitter’s role in socio-political movements such as India Against Corruption
and the “Nirbhaya”agitation (2012); general elections 2014.
“It connected me with different media portals and provided me with
opportunities to write, to engage with, you know, people from different
discourses … It has also introduced me to a lot ofnew authors, to a lot of
potentially excellent new voices and that has kept me going on Twitter.”
“Twitter was the perfect democratization of voices”.
“Over the last few years, we have seen many highly knowledgeable and
articulate Twitter handles emerge to raise our consciousness on many
aspects of Indian culture, traditions, andhistory.”
2) Experiences on Twitter: Responses pertaining to experiences on Twitter
could be placed under four categories: good/satisfactory engagement experience,
unpleasant experiences due to abuse and trolling, limited interaction with
those on the opposing end of the ideological spectrumand personal encounters
of the platform’s bias. A few respondents characterized Twitter as a fruitful
platform, full of learning, as compared with other social media platforms. They
said they had diverse experiences of agreements and disagreements on policy/
political issues credited to the interactive nature of the platform (“Twitter has
certainly been instrumental in bringing me in touch with the right people
who encouraged and enabled me to publish my first book”). Others said they
had experienced abuse, trolling, slander and attacks from users of all kinds of
political leanings as a result of which they used functions like “mute,” “block”(“I
prefer not to engage with any openly Leftist handle on Twitter these days”).
Disillusionment with Twitter grew post 2011 due to bots, trolls and anonymous
accounts flooding the platform (… “Instead they respond to the vilest troll,
holding them up as examples of their opponents, and playing victim. I call this
phenomenon “troll strawman.” I am myself regularly trolled but it rarely has
bothered me”). Respondents also reported name-calling, labelling and facing
jibes on Twitter. Finally, users recounted facing the platform’s bias owing to
suspension, followers not being able to see tweets, static follower count despite
addition of new followers, etc. (“In fact, it’s actually happening right now
with me. I keep getting complaints from many of my followers. I keep getting
messages from many of my followers saying, “We are not able to see your
tweets. And then I find that you know, I see somebody tagging me in a tweet
on my homepage and then I go to the notification page and I don’t see that”).
International Journal of Studies in Public Leadership, Volume II, Issue 1 (May 2021)
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3) Nature of ideological discourse on Twitter: Here, the interviewees
shared their opinions on “left-right” interaction on Indian Twitter. According
to them, the ideological divide is not very formal, yet very evident due to the
kind of political discourse on the platform. However, not everyone endorses
the “left-right” divide and few even consider it unsuitable and irrelevant to the
Indian political context (“I would like to mention that the term “political right”
is bound to be very vague in the context of our politics …,” “I don’t consider
the “right” a useful label in Indian politics”). The following observations were
derived based on user experiences of ideological engagement--ideological
engagements on Twitter have become such that the essence and implications of
issues are not well understood, and debates are seen revolving around extreme
viewpoints. This is attributed to the platform’s lack of balance and moderation
in conversations. Ideological caricaturing taking place on Twitter can be
very offensive and is often done by those who occupy prime positions in the
mainstream discourse. (“... Of course, there were nightmarishinteractions too.
I had, you know, several fights had to block random abusive people…”). The
increasing shrillness in conversations, extreme reactions and disproportionate
outrage is a cause of concern.
In their experiences of engaging with “leftist” handles, respondents opined
that the “left” has been personal and vicious. A well-thought-out agenda unleashed by the “left” to curb “right- wing” voices on Twitter is seen (“… many on
the other side simply do not respond when challenged politely with facts. Instead, they respond to the vilest troll …,” “ … I am willing to engage with people on Twitter irrespective of the ideological beliefs, however the truth is that
right-wing finds it very difficult to be accepted by the leftist echo chamber on
Twitter even if they keep making efforts. “Left” will always look at the “right”
as bigoted and narrow minded.) However, engagement across the ideological
spectrum can lead users to rational and cogent arguments (“I always felt quite
strongly about the induction of women in combat roles in the Indian army
and thought about the issue from a gendered prism; however, meaningful
conversations with right leaning handles made me rethink my stance and
opened me to adifferent world view”). Some believe that ideologically diverse
conversations on Twitter are a myth; there is uniformity in the ideological
discourse as most users are happy engaging with users of the same ideological group. Thus, Twitter facilitates the creation and sustenance of ideological
International Journal of Studies in Public Leadership, Volume II, Issue 1 (May 2021)
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echo chambers (“People talk much (converse) when they belong to the same
ideology. Most of the talk across spectrum (not all but most) is about trolling
each other or in simple words, a rude disapproval of conflicting ideologies”).
4) How has Twitter aided the Indian Conservative ecosystem:
Twitter’s role as a democratizing force in the Indian political and media
landscape was recognized by all the respondents. It is seenas a platform which
since 2012 has cultivated openness and freedom with respect to alternative
political narratives in India. The mainstream left leaning media’s firm grip over
the political narrative for most part of post independent India is known. Hence,
respondents opined that Twitter’s advent posed a challenge to this hegemonic
discourse and also made citizens aware of existing media bias (“Twitter was
the great leveller … if there is Shekhar Guptas and Barkha Dutts of the world,
then there is Aadit Kapadia, Shefali Vaidyas of the world as well who will
respond in their own way”). Twitter also paved the way for false narratives
promoted bymainstream media to be countered effectively, and common users
led this effort from the front (“…false narratives could be countered effectively;
Scams, crimes or other info, which MSM might have buried, were followed up
by knowledgeable handles. Earlier mainstream media had full control, but
now they are challenged when they exhibit bias”).7
Apart from ensuring competitiveness of political opinion, Twitter also facilitated an ideological consolidation of the Indian conservative movement in the
run up to 2014’s paradigm political shift. It propelled communication, contact,
meeting and sharing of ideas among Indian conservatives. Many conservative
handles created ideological impact, offered original “non-left” content to audiences, and revived Hindu cultural knowledge, traditions, alternative perspective of history and Indian pride. Finally, Twitter provided space and outreach
to the “Hindu cause” which most conservatives identify with. (“For example,
several handles like @TrueIndology countered the distorted version of history. Handles, which post pictures of magnificent temples or give info about
Indian science, instil pride in Indian culture”). However, Twitter is not singularly responsible for this transformation. Conservative digital platforms such
as web portals
“The biggest achievement of Twitter and all those things have been to show to the
people that the media, themainstream media is biased and you cannot consume their
news with eyes closed,” remarked a respondent.
7
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(Swarajya, OpIndia, India Facts, etc.), YouTube channels, and Indic networks
have also played an important role in consolidation of the conservative discourse.
5) Anti-Conservative bias on Twitter –One of the important reasons
that emerged with respect to social media bias was The Big Tech in Silicon
Valley, which is known to be left-leaning. This institutional-structural bias
trickles down to the policies of social media companies and their functioning
(“… most of these tech companies compound with Silicon Valley … and so
they’re like trying to inject some kind of liberalism … an attempt has been
happening to push all this liberal agenda into the tech companies … because I
am from the tech school myself, tech companies however have a leftist bias”).
Twitter’s leadership has already admitted to the platform’s left leanings; when
bias is entrenched at the top, it is natural for the same to be reflected all over
(“Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey has openly declared that Twitter is a Left Leaning
organization. He, however, denied that it affects company policies, which is
an impossible claim, according to me. Very few companies in the world have
taken such a loud and pronounced political stand”). Ideological inclinations
of Twitter’s own employees made this bias more manifest8. Those working at
Twitter and controlling the platform, especially the millennial tech force, have
deep-seated sympathies for left-wing ideology and their own political collusion
with the platform is a strong reason for the bias.
Another significant reason for anti-conservative bias is the nature and
workings of the Indian mainstream media. MSM in India has a history of left
orientation, and the left ecosystem in Indiahas spread its tentacles in academia,
media and cultural institutions. Hence impacts social media discourse as well
(“The MSM network in India has also invested heavily in SM platforms to be
able to influence political opinion making in the country and that is evident
through the rise of websites like The Scroll and Wire”). Twitter’s algorithm was
also held responsible for its anti- conservative bias (“I talked to one Twitter
employee in India, she said that we have 6 people working in our office, we
simply don’t have time you know to track people and ban people. Everything
is there in the algorithm itself”). A respondent said that it is the global left’s
agenda
The US Justice Department in November 2019 charged two Twitter employees of Saudi
Arabia of spying into confidential personal information on thousands of accounts that
included dissident voices, prosecutors and prominent opponents of the Saudi government.
8
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to curb alternative voices that was being executed through Twitter (“Leftist
influence has been around for decades, and in recent times, perhaps because of
the political right becoming more vocal, large social media corporations such
as Twitter and Facebook have been very overt in displaying their leftist/liberal
leaning”). The platform is a private, foreign company and hence the possibility
of it being funded by external elements trying to push their political, foreign
policy interests cannot be denied. Lastly, a respondent remarked that Twitter
bias was more about politico-cultural hegemony than about ideology. When
social media platforms examine India from a western lens ignoring cultural
sensibilities, the kind of bias being reflected is obvious.
6) Examples of anti-conservative bias on Twitter: In popular media
commentary, social media bias is often dismissed as the conservative’s figment
of imagination. Left ideologues and media deny allegations of conservative bias
and allege that conservatives in India engage in polarization and fake news
through social media. Twitter bias can be seen in the following ways according to
interviewees -- verification of handles where left-leaning handles get recognized
with the coveted “blue tick” much faster and more easily than “right-leaning”
handles. Differential treatment is meted out by Twitter to abusive content
promoted by “left” vis-a-vis “right” handles. The suspension of right leaning
handles happens more prominently and promptly than left leaning handles
even when both are accused of violating Twitter’s rules. Reduced follower
count, tweets not visible to followers, restriction of follower count were also
cited as examples. Users also pointed out that Twitter supports cultural bias
against Hinduism and handles that are seen to be advocating for Hindu
Dharma. Twitter is rarely seen actingagainst handles that spew hatred against
Hinduism, thereby not considering it as a violation of their rules, argued some
interviewees. Often referred to as an example of Twitter’s arbitrary application
of rules was the frequent suspension and restriction of @TrueIndology, a
handle that popularized historical facts and narratives from an Indian lens.
“The other popular account @TrueIndology that got banned recently at the
time we have prettydecently popular account called @FeminisminIndia
which is actually nothing but Hindu bashing. I mean they are not really
vocal for female equality but if you go through … they have areally strong
political and religious bias. You can actually abuse right wing folks on social
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media and you don’t get any repercussions for that but if you exhibit the
same behavior with leftwing then you will immediately get banned.”
“I believe after bias on Twitter and how a lot of the people on the Hindu
side are being shadowbanned some have been blocked, @TrueIndology
has been blocked twice and frankly government can do nothing on this.”
“I keep getting complaints from many of my followers. I keep getting
messages from many of myfollowers saying, ‘We are not able to see your
tweets’. And then I find that you know, I see somebody tagging me in a
tweet on my homepage and then I go to the notification page and I don’t
see that.”
“I have measured how I have been restricted over a period of time using
various apps. I have come to the conclusion that every time I am about
to cross 5K followers, Twitter pushes my follower count down. I am not
an isolated case. This routinely happens to many users who arebranded
by Twitter as RW. Even today a reputed editor tweeted about how his
follower count has been restricted by Twitter.”9
7) Solutions to address social media bias: Several solutions were
suggested to the largerquestion of free speech and ideological diversity on social
media. These can be understood through roles of three major stakeholders –
social media users, government and the platform itself.
Users: Users need to demand that SM platforms hear out all kinds of voices
and not stifle free speech. Alternative SM platforms that are Indian in origin and
orientation can substitute the big tech (“We have to evolve an alternative social
media that is and there is nothing else we can do about it”). Consolidation
of the conservative ecosystem should be encouraged through means other
than the global tech. Education, culture, administration and leadership need
to be reinvigorated. The battle for ideological supremacy extends to spheres
other than social media to which the Indian conservative movement must pay
attention.

9
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Government: Government should play an active role in monitoring activities
of social media giants and clear rules need to be set up for operations of foreign
companies on Indian soil (“I do not see a solution here barring a strict eye by
the government to monitor any misdemeanor by Twitter (and other social
media platforms). However, I do not see this happening at all”). On the other
hand, an independent arbiter may do a better job of social media regulation, and
the PSC will be primarily ineffective and a temporary measure. State regulation
of social media is not desirable as it will have adverse effects on free speech and
state machinery is ill-equipped to counter policy bias of a private company.
Platform: Twitter should be transparent about its activities and dealings;
especially as far as political leanings are concerned. Users should be aware of
the grounds on which handles are suspended, blocked, muted, etc. Social media
companies cannot be given a free run and need to be answerable to users (“GOI
should establish an independent arbiter to monitor social media decisions
so that Twitter makes it ranking algorithm public and has to be transparent
about shadow bans. This will also allow Twitter decisions to be appealed”).
Discussion and Conclusion
Usage of Twitter as an online micro-blogging platform evolved in India post
2011, mainly with increased user participation in political conversations and
consolidation of ideological discourse. The platform is also seen as crucial to
countering institutionalized discrimination of the establishment media and an
exclusive ecosystem under leftist stranglehold. In line with the key research
question posed by this study, the Indian conservative ecosystem values Twitter
as a space that allows them to immerse in politico-ideological discussions,
engage with varying political narratives and facilitates the consolidation of
an ideological ecosystem. However, respondents identifying as conservatives
opine that Twitter disproportionately targets non-left voices and exhibits bias
in the form of shadow ban, suspension, reduced follower count, restricted tweet
reach and reluctance to monitor abusive tweets by left-leaning handles. This, in
turn, leads to dissonant and hostile ideological interactions since the platform
doesn’t accommodate diverse political expressions from across the spectrum.
Respondents opine that Twitter’s business model thrives and benefits from
a confrontational discourse by generating sustained traction and interest of
users. This explains Twitter’s reluctance to act against left- leaning offenders,
thereby giving credence to accusations of bias.
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Some of the challenges posed to the conservative social media ecosystem are
infusion, dominance and control of global tech giants by leftist ideologues,
lack of ideological diversity on social media platforms, persistent leadership
and structural issues on these platforms that hamper free expression by
conservative employees, dominance of social media platforms rooted in western
values and interests, and collusion by India’s own mainstream/elite media in
the process. The respondents aspiring for a neutral and democratizing online
space contemplate various solutions: creating a new, indigenous, free and
transparent social media platform that accounts for a nation’s political, social
and cultural sensibilities, concerted user effort to fight the discrimination,
and discourage state interference to hold Twitter accountable. Finally, Twitter
biasness becomes an extension of a larger lopsided and hegemonic information
ecosystem dominated by the left that violates free speech and expression of
conservatives.

Future Research
Future research studies can be carried out with a larger number of social media
users employing other methods and approaches. Case studies based on specific
experiences of social media bias owing to ideological preferences of users can
also be documented (for example, True Indology, Squint Neon, Rishi Bagree,
Agniveer). Further, other social media platforms can be studied in the light
of allegations over employees’ ideological bias and partisan policies impacting
how the platform operates. A comparative analysis of social media censorship
vis-à- vis varying political leanings and ideologies can be taken up. Future
studies can focus on newer developments pertaining to electoral victories,
social media policies, role of social media in political communication, role of
users, government and other stakeholders.
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Users accuse Twitter of exhibiting bias against conservatives
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End Notes
The total rate of tweets from around the world about political change in Egypt reached
(from casual 2000 tweets a day) to 2,30,000 a day. Videos featuring protest and
political commentary on YouTube received nearly 5.5 million views. The amount of
content produced online by opposition groups on Facebook and political blogs increased
dramatically. For more, see - New study quantifies use of social media in Arab Spring
(Catherine O’Donnell, 2011) -https://www.washington.edu/news/2011/09/12/new-studyquantifies-use-of-social-media-in-arab-spring/
i

The terms “left” and “right” originated with the seating arrangement of the French
National Assembly in 1789. The delegates were divided over the issue of how much
authority King Louis XVI should have. The revolutionaries (anti-royalists)
seated themselves to the presiding officer’s left, while the
conservatives (those supporting the status quo) gathered to the right. For further
reading, see
Bienfait, H., & Van Beek, W. (2001). Right and Left as Political Categories. An
Exercise in “Not-soPrimitive” Classification. Anthropos, 96(1), 169 -178. Retrieved April 30, 2021,
from http://www.jstor.org/stable/40465460
ii

Identities of the interviewees are withheld in the data analysis section to ensure
anonymity and confidentiality. Each interviewee was briefed about the project and
signed an informed consent form before agreeing to share theirviews. The data analysis
section is a thematic representation of responses from eleven interviewees. One of the
interviewees requested that her responses not be incorporated in the final project.
iii

One of the interviewees requested that her responses not be incorporated in the final
project.
iii
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